The dewbie is a handmade ‘tool’ that focuses on quickly and
inexpensively re-hydrating dry cannabis and tobacco. This kiln-fired,
porous stone is made in Calgary from locally sourced clay and is
packaged in a drawstring hemp bag. Requiring only clean tap water to
re-charge, the dewbie is infinitely reusable.
IT’S EASY TO USE - JUST ADD WATER
•
•
•
•
•

Soak the dewbie in clean tap water, or just add droplets for a lower moisture level
Dab dry and then nestle your dewbie against buds for roughly 10 minutes per gram*
Remove dewbie when no longer needed, to avoid over-hydrating
Works best at room temperature
Can be easily washed with soap & water, or placed in hot oven for 20 min to sterilize.
*Length of time depends on numerous factors; please read on.
FAQ

How long should I soak the dewbie for? The dewbie will soak up a maximum of 2 grams of water over 2
minutes, but works at varying levels with less water. For instance, add only 10 or 20 droplets of water and use
the dewbie to maintain a small stash’s moisture level over time and exposure to air (see “Replacing Relative
Humidity packs” below)
How long should I leave a wet stone in my cannabis? That’ll be determined by how much bud you’re rehydrating, how dry it is to begin with, the size of your storage container and how well it seals, and the desired
final moisture content. Generally, a dewbie will refresh a couple of grams in about 10 to 20 minutes using a
small jar with an airtight lid; but a really dry quarter ounce can take an hour or so. In the case of an ounce,
rehydration may take 8 hours, or longer. Note: Your 28 grams of dry cannabis will then weigh as much as 30
grams or more once rehydrated, by simply returning to it what it’s missing – moisture! More importantly, each
hit will be smoother, tastier, simply better.
Can/Should I leave the dewbie in my stash? It is perfectly safe to leave your dewbie in your stash, but if you
were to leave a well-soaked dewbie in a sealed container with a relatively small amount of cannabis for too
long, you risk over-hydrating your stash. If this happens, simply air dry buds by leaving the lid off of your stash,
or spread them out on a piece of paper until (reasonably) dry again (brown paper bag works good, too).
What about replacing Relative Humidity packs such as Boveda/Integra Packs? The dewbie can be used to
either augment or replace RH (Relative Humidity) packs:
Ø
Ø

In the former, by providing hyper-speed re-hydration, followed by the removal and replacement of the
dewbie with an RH pack to maintain the herb’s moisture level.
In the latter, by applying a “relative wetting” to the dewbie to maintain your stash’s moisture level, over
time, while avoiding over-hydration (eg, apply only 5 or 10 drops of water to a dewbie to maintain the
RH of 5 to 10 grams of herb over time). Relative humidity is easily maintainable with these porous
‘tools’, but may require some learning on behalf of the user.

What’s the background story with the dewbie? With the help of his wife and kids, artisan Dennis Caul works from
his home in Calgary, Alberta to handcraft the dewbie from locally sourced clay. Each “blank” is individually extruded,
cut, stamped, polished and dried before being fired in a kiln at over 2000 degrees. Once cooled, the fresh dewbie
then receives its own drawstring hemp bag, and labeled using recycled-material, Kraft paper.
In every step, each dewbie is infused with love & good intentions for the consumer and the planet. More
information about the dewbie including a short video can be found at www.thedevilslettuceshop.com.

Thank you for making the choice to support this proudly Canadian product.

